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Abstract—A three-dimensional numerical simulation of ﬂow
through mini and microchannels with designed roughness is
conducted here. The eﬀect of the roughness height (surface
roughness), geometry, Reynolds number on the friction factor, and
Nusselt number is investigated. The study is carried out by
employing CFD software, CFX. Our work focuses on a water flow
inside a circular mini-channel of 1 mm and microchannels of 500 and
100 m in diameter. The speed entry varies from 0.1 m/s to 20 m/s.
The general trend can be observed that bigger sizes of roughness
element lead to higher flow resistance. It is found that the friction
factor increases in a nonlinear fashion with the increase in obstruction
height. Particularly, the effect of roughness can no longer be ignored
at relative roughness height higher than 3%. A significant increase in
Poiseuille number is detected for all configurations considered. The
same observation can be done for Nusselt number. The transition
zone between laminar and turbulent flow depends on the channel
diameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTEREST in microdevices has been constantly growing
over the past decade. In particular, for devices such as micro
heat exchangers and micro machines, a considerable amount
of research activity has been devoted to the understanding of
small scale ﬂuid phenomena. However, although a large pool
of experimental data for both pressure drop and Nusselt
number is available, the full comprehension of the microscale
ﬂow behavior is still an open problem.
Several studies exhibit contradictory results for both
mechanical and thermal characteristics of the flow [1]-[3].
This is generally due to difference in the many parameters that
characterize these studies such as geometry, usually made of
complex multichannels, the hydraulic diameter, the shape and
surface roughness of the channels, the fluid nature, the
boundary conditions, the flow regime and the measurements
and calculating techniques itself. For a fundamental insight
into microfluidics, it may then be useful to reduce as much as
possible the number of parameters.
While most literature references [3], [4] are on the role of
the surface roughness in the microscale laminar regime agree
in describing that an increase in Poiseuille number f ·Re, with
respect to the conventional theory, a much higher uncertainty
arises when the effects of surface roughness on heat transfer
are considered.

Work in the area of roughness effects on friction factors in
internal ﬂows was pioneered by [5] and [6]. Their work was,
however, limited to relative roughness values of less than 5%,
a value that may be exceeded in microﬂuidics application
where smaller hydraulic diameters are encountered. Many
previous works have been performed through the 1990s with
inconclusive and often contradictory results.
Moody [7] presented these results in a convenient graphical
form. The ﬁrst area of confusion is the effect of roughness
structures in laminar ﬂow. In the initial work, [6] concluded
that the laminar ﬂow friction factors are independent of
relative roughness ε/D for surfaces with ε/D < 0.05. This has
been accepted into modern engineering textbooks. The effect
of pitch on friction factor is another important area.
While most literature references on the role of the surface
roughness in the microscale laminar regime agree in ascribing
to it an increase in Poiseuille number C = f ·Re, with respect
to the conventional theory, a much higher uncertainty arises
when the effects of surface roughness on heat transfer are
considered. According to [8], a high relative roughness of the
walls increases the convective heat transfer because of the
regeneration of the thermal boundary layer. On the other hand,
[9], comparing their experimental results with the numerical
ones obtained by solving a conjugate heat transfer problem,
justify the measured lower Nusselt with the surface roughness
effects.
Reynaud et al. [10] explain Nusselt numbers lower than
those predicted by conventional theory by considering the
non-uniformity of heat flux at the walls.
Xu et al. [11] performed experimental investigations on
water flow in microchannels with hydraulic diameters ranging
from 50 to 300 μm. They observed that the flow
characteristics deviated from conventional theory for channel
dimensions below 100 μm. The friction factor was smaller
than that predicted by the Hagen–Poiseuille law. They also
present the result for liquid flow in 30–344 µm diameter
channels at Re numbers between 20 and 4000. The
characteristics of flow in micro-channels agree with the
conventional behavior predicted by the Navier–Stokes
equations. Furthermore, they concluded that if any nonNavier–Stokes flow phenomena existed, their influence was
masked by experimental uncertainty.
Bavière et al. [12] carried out numerical modelling of
laminar flows in rough-wall micro-channels using rectangular
prism rough elements in periodical arrays. The numerical
results confirmed that the flow is independent of the Reynolds
number in the range 1–200.
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Friction facttors in mini-scale and micro-scale rough
e
chhannels were ssystematicallyy investigated by [3]. The effects
off the roughnesss element height, pitch, andd relative rougghness
onn friction factoor were studied experimenntally. A modeel was
prroposed to predict the eaarly transitionn from laminnar to
turbulent flow ddue to roughneess effects.
The present work consistts in characteerizing the dyynamic
annd thermal fielld of a flow inn circular minii and micro-chhannel
eqquipped with structured
s
rouughness using a commerciaal code
CF
FX 5.15.
D tools
Here, we will take advantaage of the ﬂexxibility of CFD
in order to isolaate and estimatte the magnituude of the rougghness
efffect. In particcular, we willl verify if it is possible to detect
sim
mple relationsships betweenn roughness, ppressure lossees and
heeat transfer, orr if these effeccts are sensitivve to the geom
metrical
deetails and, thuss, not easy to ggeneralize.

T
To simplify thhe study and rreduce the eleements numbeer of
the mesh volumees and to speeed up the com
mputation timee, we
opteed for an axisyymmetric conffiguration.
W
We specially pay attentionn in selectedd grid. The m
mesh
empployed is of teetrahedral elem
ments with priismatic refininng at
the wall, illustrateed in Figs. 2 aand 3.

II. FLOW CO
ONFIGURATION
N AND BOUNDA
ARY CONDITIO
ONS
The configurration of the fl
flow is a circuular, mini and micro
chhannel with a diameter D (F
Fig. 1). The cchannel lengthh, L, is
chhosen so that tthe fully develloped flow is rreached at inleet. The
foollowing assum
mptions were made for the numerical m
method:
(i)) The fluid is water, iincompressible, continuum
m and
Neewtonian, (ii)) All the fluuid properties are constantt, (iii)
Stteady flow chharacter, (iv) The effect off gravity andd other
foorms of body forces
f
are neglligible.

Fig. 2 Wall
W mesh

Fig. 3 Grid aroound roughnesss
Fig. 1 Circcular micro-chaannel with roughhness geometry

The Reynoldds number R
Re = U.D/,, is based on
o the
incoming velocity U and the channel diameeter D. The seelected
floow conditionss are taken as ffollow: the floow velocity U at the
enntrance of the channel "inleet" is specifiedd, U = 0.1 to 25m/s.
2
Thhe diameter oof the channel varies from m
mini to microo scale
wiith values: D = 1mm; 0.5mm; and 0.1mm. The bouundary
coonditions are; mass conservvation at outleet and no-slip at the
waall surface. A heat flux is aapplied to thee wall with coonstant
vaalue = 100000w/m2K. The ffollowing propperties are useed:  =
9888.05 kg/m3 aand  = 1,004..10-6 m2/s.
III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQU
UE
The 3-D Navvier-stokes eqquations are uused to describbe the
floow in the minni and micro--channel. The resolution off these
differential equuations requiires the chooice of a suuitable
nuumerical methhod to solve the problem.. For our casse, we
chhoose the finitte-volume metthod. The turbbulence modeel used
is the SST modeel (Shear stresss turbulence m
model).
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N
Non uniform ggrid was generated and gridd refinement cclose
to thhe wall and sudden contracction zone waas applied. Sevveral
succcessive grid reefinements havve been carrieed out in very case
to get
g negligiblee effect of thhe mesh in tthe solutions. We
considered aboutt 1.2 million nnodes and 6 m
million tetraheedral
ments. The CFD used is a combbination of two
elem
com
mplementary ssoftwares: The CFX mesh processor, which
w
makkes it possiblee to prepare the geometry annd to generate grid
andd the CFX sollver, who solvves the equatiions modelingg the
phennomenon. Thee CFX solver will terminatee the run whenn the
equation residualls calculated using the meethod specifieed is
beloow the target rresidual value. A convergennce criterion oof 104
waas used to ensuure negligiblyy small iteratioon errors.
IV
V. RESULTS AND
A
DISCUSSIO
ON
A
A. Smooth Mini-Channel
T
This part is thee study of a sm
mooth mini-chhannel of diam
meter
D = 1 mm and leength L = 10 cm. The inleet speed is varrying
betw
ween 0.1 and 25 m /s, to scan
s
the differrent flow regimes;
lam
minar and turbbulent. The ppurpose of thhis study wass the
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n
sim
mulation with experimental
e
rresults
coomparison of numerical
annd theoretical ones. The ressults are repreesented in Fig. 4 for
Pooiseuille numbber and Fig. 5 for Nusselt nuumber.

Re iincreases, according to the llaw of [14] coorrected by [9]], for
turbbulent regime.. By cons, forr laminar flow
w, the value of the
Nussselt number iss slightly highher than those obtained by [115].
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B
B. Effect of Chaannel Diameteer
F
Figs. 6 and 7, represent, resppectively, the average valuees of
the Poiseuille nnumber and Nusselt num
mber vs Reynnolds
num
mber, for threee different diam
meters (D=1m
mm; D=0.5mm
m and
D=00.1mm).

F
Fig. 4 Comparisson between expperimental and theoretical resuults of
the Poisseuille number with numerical simulations

Fig. 6 Evolutioon of Poiseuille number with R
Reynolds numbeer

F
Fig. 5 Comparisson between expperimental and theoretical resuults of
the Nuusselt number w
with numerical ssimulations

The first obsservation conccern the laminnar flow Re <
<1000.
Thhe numerical results seem closer to the experimentall ones.
Foor Reynolds numbers greeater than 50000, the num
merical
Pooiseuille numbber is of the same order of
o magnitude as the
exxperimental reesults of [10]]. However, evolution doees not
shhow exactly tthe same sloppe. We furtheer observe thhat the
evvolution of thee number of Poiseuille
P
unddergoes a channge in
sloope for a Reyynolds numbeer between 10000 and 50000. This
chhange can be interpreted aas the transitioon from lamiinar to
turbulent regim
me. In this caase, it would be in the rannge of
Reeynolds numbbers admitted for conventioonal channels. Note,
Fiig. 5, that thee numerical reesults of Nusselt number ddo not
differ from thoose derived from the theeoretical preddiction,
paarticularly foor the turbullent regime. To validatee our
nuumerical resullts we compaared them witth the experim
mental
stuudy of [9] forr the turbulentt flow and wiith those of [113] for
the laminar flow
w. The numerrical results evvolve similarlyy with
the experimentaal results with a slight gap.
The transitionn zone is obttained for Re between (10000 and
50000). The resuults confirm tthe early trannsition to trannsition,
alrready observeed by further authors. It’s also found thhat the
vaalue of the aveerage Nusselt nnumber increaases graduallyy as the
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F
For Re numbeer below 10000, the values of
o Po for the three
t
diam
meters is almoost the same (Fig.
(
6). This demonstratess that
the change of the diameter, dow
wn to values considered,
c
has not
P
num
mber.
a bbig influence on the valuues of the Poiseuille
How
wever, for hiigher values of Re, a slight gap startts to
becoome visible. The
T average nnumber of Pooiseuille is sligghtly
greaater for diametter (D = 1 mm
m).
F
Fig. 7 shows thhat the heat traansfer, quantiffied by the Nuusselt
num
mber is not much influennced by the reduction inn the
diam
meter of the cchannel. This could be expplained by thee fact
thatt the limit of m
mini-micro chaannels is not reached
r
yet, orr, the
factt that the fluuid flow in micro-channeel can be stuudied
throough the resuults from the classical theeory, with ceertain
preccautions.

Fig. 7 Evolutiion of Nusselt number
n
with Reyynolds number

C
C. Micro-Channnel with Rougghness
Inn this section we analyze the
t dynamic aand thermal eeffect
for a micro-channnel of diameteer D = 0.1 mm
m and a lengthh L =
m equipped wiith roughness of different fforms. We seet the
1cm
heigght of the relaative roughneess ԑ/D to 25%
% and the floow is
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coonsidered lamiinar (Re = 5000). This studyy will involvee three
coonfigurations ((cubic roughneess, pyramid, and a half-sphherical
rooughness).
Fig. 8 repressents the velocity and tempperature distribution
wiithin the microo-duct for the different form
m studied.
Fig. 9 presennts changes in values of the Nusselt numbber for
different formss of roughness. Note thatt the value oof the
avverage Nussellt number is higher for a cubic rougghness.
Chhengbin Zhaang [16] also made sim
milar findingss and
interpreted this increase to tthe form of thhe cubic rougghness,

whiich generates considerable stagnation annd recirculatioon in
loveer and downstream of the roughness. This promotes heat
trannsfer. Unlike sspherical and ppyramidal shaape have a sm
maller
angle of attack. T
These shapes aallow the flow to be profiledd and
v
comppared to the ccubic
therrefore generatte very little vortices
rougghness.
T
To study the eeffect of the rooughness heigght, we opted for a
cubic roughness, placed far froom inlet sectioon at x / L = 440%.
Reyynolds numbeer considered is Re = 5000. The heighht of
rougghness ranges from ԑ / D = 5% and 45%.

Fig. 8 Veelocity and tempperature distribuution for differeent roughness foorm (Re = 300:/D=35%))

F
Fig. 9 Evolution of Nusselt num
mber with roughhness form (Re = 500;
/D
D=25%)

The effect off the presencee of the roughhness can be felt
f by
the increasing in the value of the averagge Nusselt nuumber.
Frrom Fig. 10, w
we find that foor values of ε /D
/ < 17%, thee value
off Nu increasess slightly com
mpared to a sm
mooth mini-chhannel.
Foor roughness vvalue of ε/D > 17%, Nusseelt number inncrease
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considerably. Thhis fact was also observved by [16] and
inteerpreted by nonn-attachment of the boundaary layer due too the
surfface roughnesss after the hhigher roughneess. The dynaamic
andd thermal bouundary layers, causes an obbstruction to heat
trannsfer. We alsoo studied the effect of thee variation off the
rougghness bases. Fig. 11 repressents a compaarison betweenn the
valuues of the aaverage Nusseelt number ffor two typees of
rougghness. Cubicc roughness ((variable basee) and rectanggular
rougghness (constaant base ε/D = 12%).
T
The results shoow that for vaalues of ԑ / D less than 17%
%, no
diffference was observed bettween the tw
wo configurations.
How
wever, for ε/D
D> 17%, evenn if the evolution of the Nuusselt
num
mber follows thhe same pace,, a difference of values is nooted.
For a given heiight, roughneess cubic cauuses a signifi
ficant
incrrease in heat transfer. Thiss is due to thhe greater disttance
betw
ween the fluidd and the walll, preventing tthe reformatioon of
the boundary layeer and thus im
mproving the trransfer.
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Fig. 10 Evolution of Nusselt nuumber with rouughness height ((Re =
500)

Figg. 12 Nusselt nuumber vs distancce between twoo roughness (ԑ / D =
25%) (R
Re = 500)

F
Fig. 13 Evolutionn of the Nusseltt number with rroughness numbber
Fig. 11 Evolution of Nusselt nuumber with rouughness height ((Re =
500)

Fig. 12 show
ws the numericcal results obtaained for a miini and
m
micro-channel with two rouughness placeed differentlyy from
eaach other. The relative roughhness considerred is 25%. Noote for
a llaminar flow, the average N
Nusselt numbeer increases w
with the
distance until a maximum vallue S / ε = 4. T
The value of N
Nusselt
g
Thiis was also fouund by [16] annd [4].
then decreases gradually.
Thhis can be intterpreted by tthe fact that at a spacing S, the
booundary layerr has time too link between the two rrough,
caausing a decreaase in the valuue of the Nusselt number.
The value off the average N
Nusselt numbeer increases w
with the
increase of rougghness, as we can see in Fiig. 13. This inncrease
ment of the dyynamic
waas predictablee. Indeed, thee non-attachm
annd thermal bouundary layers increases heatt transfer, andd in the
caase of severral rough thhis occurs rrepeatedly, so the
phhenomenon is superimposedd to generate a greater transffer.
V. CO
ONCLUSION
The objective of this papeer was to ideentify the imppact of
rooughness on tthe thermal bbehavior of a fluid in a ciircular
m
micro-channel, but also to be
b aware of possible behaavioral
ween mini andd micro channnels. The studdy was
difference betw
FX 15.0 and digital
peerformed usinng the numeriical code CF
resolution finitee volume methhod.
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T
The average vaalues of the N
Nusselt numbeer, in laminar flow
approximate theeoretical preddictions and the experimeental
ferent
resuults of [15] annd [13], but thhe trend seemss slightly diffe
wheen the Reynoolds number increases upp then 10000 for
turbbulent regimee. Particularlly the numeerical results are
consistent with exxperimental reesults of [9] and
a the predicttions
ween
of [[14]. We alsoo investigated the effect off spacing betw
twoo successive rooughness. The important efffect is a signifi
ficant
incrrease in the value
v
of the average Nussselt number. This
incrrease can be innterpreted by tthe perturbatioon of dynamicc and
therrmal boundaryy layers, whiich causes beetter heat trannsfer.
Thee same observvations were made by [16] and [4]. T
They
explain this pheenomenon byy the fact thhat from a given
g
disttance, the bounndary layer haas time to recrreate betweenn two
succcessive roughnness.
T
The effect of roughness height was alsoo investigated.. We
denote an increaase in the aveerage Nusselt number withh the
ficant
relaative intensity of the roughnness. This incrrease is signifi
from
m a relative inntensity of ε //D> 17%. Cheengbin Zhang [16]
madde the same obbservation in his
h study withh different valuue of
ε /D
D.
T
The effect of the roughnesss shape wass also consideered,
wheere it is foundd that the shappe of the rougghness has a m
major
imppact on heat ttransfer. Num
merical resultss show that ccubic
rougghness has a significant efffect on heat ttransfer. Chenngbin
Zhaang [16] also ffound this factt, interpreted aas being due too the
shappe of the cubee which generrates interfereence upstream
m and
dow
wnstream of tthe roughnesss. This is not the case off the
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sphere and the pyramid shape which allow the flow to be
shaped, and thus improve the very little heat transfer.
The results show that until diameter of 0.1 mm, the same
behavior of the flow is denoted for dynamic and thermal
aspect. This could be explained by the fact that the limit of
mini-micro channels is not reached yet, or, the fact that the
fluid flow in micro-channel can be studied through the results
from the classical theory, with certain precautions.
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